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                          '                                    '                                                             '                                                                              '
        In analyzing the operating characteristics of a power distribution system, for simpli-

     city, the load is usually treated as a constant current one.

        But, this treatment is not always suited to the analysis for the complicated system.

        In this paper, the authors propose to treat the system as a combination of four

     terminal network, in which the load is regarded as an equivalent admittance.

        According to this treatment, any system, such as tree-type, loop, network and the

     like, can be analyzed more systematically than the usual,

        In Part-1, the analyzing method for the tree-type distribution systern is described

     and it forms the foundation of the ana!ysis for the more complicated system.

                                  1. Introduction

    The problem of power distribution is to design, construct, operate, and maintain a

distribut;on system that will supply an adequate'amount of electric power to the load ,

area in consideration of the 'econo'i ical cohditi6fi. ' i

    The effectiveness,of design is measured in terms of voltage regulation, service con-

tinuity, fiexibi}ity, eficiency and cost.

    While, no one type of distribution system can be applied economically in all load

areas, because of differences in load densities, existing distribution plant, topography, and

other local conditions. ･ . ･
    Then, recently, the various kinds of distribution systems, such as loop, banking or

network, which should meet the rapid growth of power demand are investigated and tried

to be adopted ln several areas.

    But, the analysis of these systems is complicated and ;t is considerably dithcUlt to

anticipate the effectiveness of design.

    So, the several means for it, such as the use of A.C.Calculating Board or Artificial

Distribution System, and field tests on actual one, are empioyed, and also the approximate

methods of calculation, one of which is described in this paper, are studied. ･

    In the usual method of calculation, the load is treated as a constant ctirrent one.

    But, this treatment is not always suited to the analysis for the complicated system.

    Then, the authors regard the load as an equivalent admittance and attempt to treat

the system as a combination of four terminal network.

    By this method, any system can be analyzed more easily and systematically than the

utttT
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50 T. TANIGucHI, M. NAKAMuRA
    Besides, in this paper, it is assumed that the load area is arranged in a rectangular

pattern in view of the road section of our cities, on reference to the examp]es given by

F.C.Van Wormer,(i) D.L.Hopkins, D.R.Samson,(2) W.J.Denton,(3) and that powers in

its area are supplied through the three-phase, three-wire distribution lines and all balanced,

so electric characteristics are analyzed on the basis of "per phase",

               2. Determination of Constants of Four Terminal

                   Network in a･ Distribution System

    In the tree-type primary distribution system having a rectangular load area as shown

in Fig. 1, if the load in it is uniformly distributed, and its load can be represented

approximately by an equivalent admittance, the following equations will be adopted

properly :
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1 A rectangular load area.

            - -- -- - -- --           Ele=MEs-Blek, Iin=-CdpEs+Axk･

            --- -- --- --           Ele=A`z-teEr+Ba-mL', Ile=Ca-tnEr+in-teli･

    ' Es='/l`Er+B`eL･ k='car+bctL･

where

     --     Eg, h : phase voltage and line current at the sending

     .Er, h : phase voltage and line current at the receiving

     E., 4 : phase voltage and line current at any point,

A. = b. = coshtx,

     Bx= 2esinhtx, : general circuit constants from

     O. =;' (1!2.)sinlitx,

.4ot :'= ba =`' cQshfa,

    Bec == 2. sinhta, : 9eeciieeirvai:gCigCnudi,t constants from

    Ca =:(11Z.)sinh7a, ,

end,

end,

the sending

the sen dinig

end to x,

end
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        tt --Aa-x == Da-ut == coshf (a-x) ,

                                                                          ' --Ba-m =Zdi sinhr(a-x), ,: general circuit constants from x to the receiving end,

e.-. =(1!2.)sinht(a-x),

           a : Iength of line fropa the sending end, to the receiving end,

           x : length of line from the sending end to x,

           t : propagation constant = tvff2z",

           2. : characteristic impedance = iv'2Z[s,,

    '' '' 2 : impedance of line in ohm per kilometer,

           hr : load admittance in mho per kilometer. ' ･･'

    Then, the authors attempt tQ use the above equations by the following reductions.

(1) Load admittance fr .- ..･
    The admittance hr which represents the load admittance can be expressed as fo]lows,

                  --           N =`' k6D13E2 =k6 DIV2 (mholkm) (4)
    where

           6 : width of area in kilometer,

            .           D : vector quantity of load-density given in planning in volt-ampere per

                 square kilometer,

               '         E,V : phase and line voltage of line in volt (V==A/gE)

           fe : aconstant of area, for the main line in Fig. 1,

                     k =2, for the main line in Fig. 1.

                     k=1, for the branch line in Fig. 1,

    Concerning the Ioad-density D and the phase voltage E in Eq. (4), the following

convenient methods are adopted.
    Strictly speaking, the load-density b is involved the losses of line, but, in time of

planning, the consumer's loads and the losses of line can not be distinguished and the

losses of line are far less than the consumer's loads. So, in calculating the load admittance

                     .N, these conditions of D are ignored.

    The load admittance N is changed by the phase voltage E at load point, too, but, for

simplicity, it is assumed that hr is a constant ioad admittance calculated by a represented

phase voltage E.. The voltage E. is examined in 3-(2).

(2) Approximate solution of the general circuit constants "

    As the length of distribution line is comparatively short, the general circuit'constants

A, B, C and D, can be expressed' sufliciently accurately by the followirig Eq. (5) and,

moreover, the phase difference between Es and Er is so small for distribution line that the
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absolute values of the general c;rcuit constants are approximately given as the following

Eq (6).
                                                                         '
           [I.lx.i:/r.ltil++(;.rlgij162]: B'x :2x[1+(tx)2!6], ) ,, (s)

            l2..Xllll)eos(1]ilil+zlY,,Z!ZC6)21.2, IBleI==zx(1+orzx216),j (6)

             rv : absolute value of load admittance in mho per kilometer (y =k6D13E2),

    z==Vr2+X2 : absolute value of line impedance in ohm per kilometer,

       , r : resistance of line in ohm per kilometer,

             X : reactance of line in ohm per kilometer,

Z=rcose+Xsine : effective impedance of line in ohm per kilometer,

          cose ': power factor of load.

    Henceforth, by the Eqs.(5) and (6), the simplified analysis will be proceeded.

                   3. A Simplified Analysis of the Tree-Type

                      Distribution System .
(1) Voltage and current of the tree-type circuit

    Consider the tree-type primary circuit having a rectangular area and an uniform load

distribution as shown in Fig. 2.
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    Fig. 2 A rectangular load area with uniforrn load distribution

figure ;

k : phase voltage and line current at the feeding point,

za : phase voltage and line curlent at the end of main line,

h : phase voltage and iine current at the point, where is at

      the feeding point,
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              '       Exv, hy : phase voltage and line current at the point, where is at x on main and

                 at y on branch,

    Ea,(or E,,) : phase voltage at the end of branch, where is at a (or x) on main,

        ti, t2 : propagation constants of main and branch,

      2.i, 2.2 : characteristic impedances of main and branch,

En(Vn),Eh(Vh): represented phase 'voltages ( line voltages), '

       2i, i2 : impedances of main and branch per kilometer,

       0!, tw2 : load admittances of main and branch per kilomete;,

                                                    -       Zi, Z2 : effective impedances of main and branch per kilometer.

    (a) Current of the feeding point. ' '
    Put L, = O and using Eq. (3), the current of the feeding point, .ik, is calculated as

follows,

                                                        - ---      --- - --      h==Cd'Ea, (7), Ea:=-(lfAa)'Es, (8), therefore k==(CdlAa)'Es. (9)

    Referring to Eq.(6), the absolute value of the current, k, is obtained as follows,

    k== lhl = ICa 1 iEs l!1 Aa l crEsoria [1+(oriZi16)a2] [(1m(oriZi12)a2] ,

    where

             1.. 1 =tl-- NIZI a2. '
            IA.l 1+(orli12)a2 2
                                                                '
    As the second terms in parentheses are comparatively less than the first term (=:1),

the multiplication of the second terms can be neglected.

    Then

           h= :Esblia [1 -- (113 )yiZia2]. (10)
                                        '
    According to the method of F.C.Vap Wormer,(i) h=Esoria (put En=lEs).

    This equation is derived by treating the load as a constant current one and the phase

voltage at any point on line as an invariant.

    In this paper, treating the load as a constant admittance, the load current is changed

bY t¥ehePhraeZ:1¥Ogl:.sgeen aftrol&adthPeOitnhte' difference of the assumption for load is found as the

SeCOnHdogeervMerlncoEnqsildgirOiRg the generai consumer's ioad, it seems to be appropriate that the

load is treated as a constant admittance.

    (b) Power of the feeding point (apparent power).

    Power of the feeding point Wi is derived as'follows,

            - ---           Wi=3Esk==3CaEg/Aa.

                 -t    Thus . . .           ;Vi ::':-' II]Vi1 =3lCaIEk!lAa1or3Edyia [1-(1!3)ptiZia2] (11)
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or, on reference to Eq. (4),putting ori==2cD13Ea,

       . vv,==(2(Da- 4CgZiii.,a3 )(g:)2. (i2)
    '

    (c) Voltage, current and voltage drop at x from the feeding point.

     .Put Il, =O and using Eq.(2), the following equations are obtained.

           Ille==Aa-mEnt, (i3) lig==ea-v'1;d･ (i4)

    From Eq. (8),

                                                               '                                                            '                  --t-                 Ec "Aa-xEs!Aa･ ' (15)
    Then
           Eu=IEL;l=IAa-o,l lEs illAa l ==Es [1- (NiZi!2) (2a-x)x]･ (16)

    The voltage drop may be expressed in percentage of the voltage at the feeding point

as follows,

      ,. ,%E,= ESE-,'E xloo. '

    So, from Eq. (16), , ,
                                            '                                      /t                                      '                                                           '                                                             /t
                  I%-&           %Ele== E, ×100rY'2Zi-(2a-x)xxlOO. (17)

    Next, from Eqs. (8) and (14), '

     . h== IOa-rcI IEs VIAal-'wEsyi (a-x) [1- (yiZi!6)(2a2+2ax-x2)]. (18)

    Thus, from the equations (16)-v(18) the approximate values of .Ele, % Ele and h are

given as the function of distance from the feeding point. '
    (b) Voltage and voltage drop at the end of main.

    Put x=a and using the equations (16) -v(18) ,

      ' Ez= tEs [1 -- (yiZi12)a2], (19)
     . %Ea =(bliZi12)a2×100=(cDZi!Va)a2×100.                                                                       (20)

                                                                         '   Giving the load density D in kVAIkm2 and the line voltage V in kV,

                       %,Eh,=:(cDZi!10VS)a2 (21)
      tt t ttt t t
   The mean voltage drop in percent of main is derived as follows,

    %E,,mean = [ 2 S: YbZi (2a- v) xcin]×ioo==g( Yi2Zi a2)×ioo==g×(%l%).

                                                                       (22)

   This Eq. (22) shows that the mean voltage drop of main is equal to two-thirds of

total voltage drop of main. '･ - , ,
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    (e) Voltage and cur;ent at the,point, where is at x on main and at, y on branch.

           .    Putting llec=:O, ' '
           - -- - i- -- ---           Exv= Ac-"w'Elec=(Ac-y!Ae )Ee == (Ac-v'Aa-x!Ac'Aa )Es , (23)

     ' Lv =dc--v'liisc =(6c-v'Aa-x!Ac'A'a)Es･ (24)

    (f) Voltage and voltage drop at the last end of the distribution line.

            .   Putting 11c == O,

           ･ELtc :(i!Ac)Il)a=Es!t`icAa, (25)
                                                                           '
          Edcnc`' I "E ,z, l crEs [1 - ( oriZi !2)a2] [1- (bl2Z2!2)c2]

                           ==Es[1-(NiZi/2)a2-(pt2Z2!2)c2], (26)

           %Elac =[(cDZi!Vl)a2+(dDZ212V62)c2] ×100, (27)
                                     '                              '

   With the same representation as Eq.(21),

           %Eac == (cDZillOYM a2+ (dDZ2120Va2) c2. (29)
                                                         '
   In this equation, the first term shows the voltage drop in percent of main and the

second term the vDltage drop in percent of branch.

(2) The represented phase voltage for load admittance

   Here, the represented phase voltage used for determination of Ioad admittances (yi

 and or2) is considered.

   In Eq.(12), the apparent power of feeding point was given as follows,

       Wi=(2cDa- 4CrpgE'3,ia3 )( EEi )2.

Meanwhile, in planning, the power is conceived as

That is VVi=2cDa.
Then, equating these two equatiohs;

       IVi =2cDak2(1- 2C8EZ.Sa2 )= 2cDa,

From this equation

k2
(1- 2c8EZ.21a2 ) ==L

2cDa.

Hence, minding that

in whichk=EsZEn･

(30)

(31)

(32)
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           Yi= 23ECII'l 'k= {iSn == ,- -l;,X,z,.,` `i" } NiZi"2' . , (33)

                                                          '    Therefore '
           %En =113(bl!Zi12)a2×100)=1!3(%Ea). (34)
    This result means that the represented voltage of main is the voltage at the point

where the voltage drop is equal to one-thirds of the total voltage drop of main. But, in

planning, the voltage drop of main is actually unknown, and further, there is a problem

left how to consider the represented voltage of branch.

    Then, it becomes necessary to estimate the appropriate values of 'represented voltages

of main and branch. - .
    Now, for the purpose of this estimation, preliminarily, the next two questions will

be solved on reference to the method of F.C.Van Wormer. '

    (i) Relation between main and branch to have a rnaximum Ioad area within a

         limited voltage drop.
                                                                         '    From Eq.(29),

           %Eac==Kica2+K2c2, (35)
    where Ki==DZillOVa, K2=dDZ2120Va2.

    Rewritting this equation,

                                                                       '           a=( %Eaif,cK2c2 )e'5. (36)

    And load area, A, is equal to (2ac),

    then

           A= f"[ 4c(%Eait),-4K2c3 ]O-5. (37)

    The condition to have a maximum load area is obtained as follows,

                            '
            ddA. `= 2]il]i, [ 4C(%E"K'r)i4K2C3 ]-O'E [4(%Ed,)-i2K2c2]= o.

    Therefore 4(%llz,)-12K2c2=O,

    The above condition shows that a maximum.Ioad area is obtained in the case that

the total voltage drop to far end of distribution line as shown in Fig. 2 is shared in the

proportion of two-thirds on main to one-thirds on branch.

    (ii) Relation between main and branch to give a minjmum voltage drop with an

allowable current.
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    The total load of area is given as follows,

                   W=AD =2acD, (39)
          L    hence

                   a=VV!2cD. (40)
                                                 '
    From Eqs. (35) and (40),

                   %Eac== Ki l)V2/4cD2+K2c2. (41)
    The condition to give a minimum voltage drop when c is variable is obtained as

follows,

            d(%Eac) KiW2                                 +2K,c=O (42)                     =-              dc                          4D2c2

                 KiVV2/4D2c2='2K2c. (43)
    Multiplied by c,

                 K,VV2/4D2c==2K,c2. (44)
    While, KiVV2!4D2c==Kica2==%Ea== voltage drop of main, and

                 K2c2 = voltage drop of branch.

    In conclusion, the same condition is obtained as in Case (i).

    Now, on the basis of the above results, the adequate values of the represented voltages

of main and branch are determined as follows :

    For rnain;

    If the total voltage drop to far end of distribution line is given as e in percent, the

following equations are obtained.

                        %Eac :s, %Ebe=(2/3)e,

                                     2    From Eq.(34), %En==1/3'(%Ea)== ge,

hence, minding that

           k=EslEncr1+(%E.)!100 from Eq. (33),'

                                                     '           fe xl+ (21900)e. '

    Therefore, the represented phase voltage, used for determ;nation of ori, is obtained

as follows,

           En = (1!fe) yLEs-'w [1 - (2/900)s] Es (45)
                              '
    For branch'
              '
givenFObrySkMqP. Ii(C2ig: aSSUMe that the phase voltage of each tap is equal tg the mean value

that is
      '
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           %Eamean=213(%Ea) == (419)e.

    And, referring to Eq. (38],

           (voltage drop in percent of branch) =(113)e.

    Then, the represented phase voltage drop in percent for branch only is derived, refer-

ring to Eq. (34) for main, as (1!3)eX(113)=(119)e.

    Consequently, the represented phase voltage, used for determination of y2, is obtained

as follows,

                 %Ea= (419) e+ (119) e== (5!9) e.

    Hence, k=1+ (5!900) e,

    and, EA==(1/k)Es=![1-(5!900)e]E, ' '' (46)

    The above equations may be applied in case of an idealized distribution system. But,

considering that it is an aim in planning to gain a minimum voltage drop or a maximum

load area under the limited cond;tion, it seems that the represented voltages give by

Eqs. (45) and (46), may be a good guide to the determination of actual load

admittance.

    In this case, of course, the adequate value of e must be assumed.

(3) Registance loss of the tree-type digtribution system

    The resistance loss of a three-phase line is three t{mes the product of the resistance

of one conductor and the square its current. Then, the resistance losses of the distribu-

tion line as shown in Fig. (2) are given by the following equations, approximately.

    (a) The resistance loss of main, (Li).

                        Li==3S:lllel2ri･cin. (47)

                                                                           '                                                                   '                                                 '    From Eq. (18),

           Li==3S: [Esyi(andx) {1- bl"6Z' (2a2+2ax-x2)}]2r,･de

              == (Enyia) 2rta [1- (4!5)bliZia2] (EsZE.)2,

    or
           Li== -f!!'IK¥-rp2.,"3 ･ri･(1- 4s ' 2{>S,l zia2)(EEi )2, (4s)

                                                    where ori = 2` D!VS･

    (b) The total loss of all branches, (L2).

   The resistance loss of one branch line, l2, is given as follows,

                        l2=3S:llluvl2･r2'dy. . (49)

                        tt
   Referring to Eqs. (16) and (24),
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     I h,1..{1 - ori(2a -2X)ZiX } y, (. .- ov) {1 - -2ti,l2gZ2 (2,2 + 2ay - or2)}E,. (so)

From the above two equations (49) and (50),

     l, =Ez{1- Yi(2"-2X)Z!X }2.(y2c)2･(1- 4s or2z2c2)･(r2c). (51)

    The number of branches is derived from Fig. 2 as 2n =2a!d, where, "n" is number

of branches of one side of main.

    The distances from the feeding point to each tap are shown as

           x=di2, 3d!2,･･･････････-･･････, (2n-1)d12.

    Then, the total resistance loss of all branches, L2, is given as follows,

     L,= a.t..",ldl,=2[(bl,c)2(1- 4s or,z,,).,,."tTi.iii,l"{1- Y!(2a-2x)Zix }2E3]

     == 2 ( E, or ,c) 2 ald { 1 - or,z, (8a 21; d2) } ( 1 - g or ,z,c2)r,c

                                           '     ,,.2(a3!d)"t,2,c3,{i.2e?,z,(8"2i+2d2)}(i-gl:,,z,c2)(tE-.s--)2. (s2)

                                                     '
    Thus, the total resistance loss of the system, L, is

                   L=:L,+L, (53)
                                    '
    Put Vs=Vn=Vh (Es =En=Ea) neglecting the second terms in parentheses of the

equations (48) and (52),these agree with the results of the simplified solutions of D.L.

Hopkins and D.R. Samson.(i)

                                 4. Cenclusion
                        '
    The merits of the above-mentioned method are as follows :

    (1) By representing the load as an equivalent admittance, the tree-type distribution

system with the uniformly distributed load can be treated as a simple four terminal

    (2) By estimating rationally the value of the above admittance, the electric charac-

teristics of the system can be fairly precisely derived.

    (3) By treating the whole distribution system as a combination of sirnPle four

terminal network, it is expected that the compl;cated system, such as loop, banking or

network and the like, may be systematically analyzed.

    About the problems in the last item, the authors wish to describe in the next

opportunlty.
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